In the Spotlight

New video: CESSDA Explained

CESSDA consolidates and strengthens European social science research. This new video explains that in just a few minutes!

New languages added to ELSST Thesaurus

The September 2022 release of the European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST) includes two new languages: Hungarian and Icelandic. ELSST is now available in sixteen languages!

News

Let us know if you have any stories you would like to feature in the CESSDA newsletter.

26 September 2022

Launch of new platform for social science methods research

The new research platform aims to create synergies between the activities developed by FORS and SSP (the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences). Researchers share common thematic and methodological interests. The platform will contribute to the
21 September 2022
**Spotlight on the UK Data Service**

The CESSDA Country Spotlight series showcases national service providers. We spoke with Darren Bell, Director of Technical Services, about how this ESRC-funded resource supports researchers, teachers and policymakers who depend on high-quality social and economic data.

14 September 2022
**Strengthening digital competences in three science domains**

There will be three thematic Digital Competence Centres (DCC) networks, bringing together scientists in three ‘domains’: Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH), Life Sciences & Health (LSH) and Natural and Engineering Sciences (NES).

7 September 2022
**Towards a European network of FAIR-enabling Trustworthy Digital Repositories**

FSD introduces a new working paper they are collaborating on: *Towards a European network of FAIR-enabling Trustworthy Digital Repositories (TDRs)*. Individual research data repositories would greatly benefit from a larger, community-driven network of similar actors as a shared knowledge resource and source of peer support.

7 September 2022
**Spotlight on the Polish Social Data Archive**

The Polish Social Data Archive (PADS) is currently a CESSDA partner and aspiring to become a member in the near future. Hear from Marcin Zieliński, Head of the archive.
CESSDA: Projects in focus

Let us know the latest developments in your CESSDA affiliated projects.

Subscribe to the BY-COVID newsletter

A quarterly newsletter for updates from the BY-COVID project has recently been launched.

COORDINATE: recent events and new resources

The COORDINATE team have been busy! Catch up on their latest blogs, covering Research Assistant Bruno Šimac’s experience of the Transnational Access Visit programme and Marina Gabor reporting on their Train the Trainer event earlier this month. Plus, you can find numerous COORDINATE resources here, including materials from the Summer School.

EOSC Future calling!

EOSC Future is seeking applicants to support the hosting of the RDA 20 Plenary Conference in March 2023 and will shortly be launching a €2M call to boost the uptake of digital services within the European research community - register your interest for further updates on "European research e-infrastructures – Distribution of commercial cloud services".

Register now for the ERIC Forum General Assembly and final meeting

The upcoming ERIC Forum General Assembly and final meeting of the ERIC Forum Implementation Project will be held in Brussels on 11-12 October 2022 and also livestreamed.
RiTrainPlus staff exchange program

With the intentions of sharing expertise and learning from the experiences of others in open science practices, CREDI staff visited colleagues at ADP during a recent visit organised as part of the RItrain project.

Horizon Europe takes on branding challenge

A new group of Horizon Europe projects takes on the challenge of implementing - and communicating - the European Open Science Cloud, while the EOSC Symposium (taking place 14-17 November) has issued an open call for sessions.

TRIPLE to benefit from OPERAS grant

TRIPLE collaborator the OPERAS Research Infrastructure, has received €2.7M from the European Commission to further develop and sustain the infrastructure and its services.

For more on CESSDA’s EU projects, visit our page on Development and Impact.

Events
11–12 October 2022
2-day webinar: National infrastructures in EOSC

16–28 October 2022
1st International Conference of FAIR Digital Objects, Leiden (hybrid, registration open)

Training
4 October 2022
Train the Trainer: Anonymisation for data sharing in practice

11 October 2022
FORS Data Management Webinar: Data documentation
3 November 2022  
**DARIAH Innovation Forum event & Innovation Challenge**

14-17 November 2022  
**EOSC Symposium 2022, Prague**  
*(hybrid)*

28 November - 1 December 2022  
**EDDI22 - European DDI User Conference, Paris**  
*(Registration open)*

26-27 March 2023  
**8th European User Conference for EU-Microdata, Mannheim, Germany**  
*(deadline for abstracts 21 October)*

29-30 June 2023  
**Multilingual digital terminology today, Design, representation formats and management systems, Lisbon**  
*(deadline for paper proposals 28 October)*

11 October 2022  
**Webinar on user experience with FAIR evaluation tools and services**

13 October 2022  
**Discover the Data Archiving Guide (DAG) - a training event for new(ish) staff members**

24-25 October 2022  
**Erimote Workshop II: Remote operations of RI services and Data and access security**

27 October 2022  
**How to Ensure Researchers Share Their FAIR Data: Practical Tips and Tools (Train-the-Trainer Workshop)**

1 November 2022  
**FORS Data Management Webinar: Quantitative data anonymisation**

8 November 2022  
**Journal and Data Archive Collaboration Forum (online)**

17-18 November 2022  
**Tools and workflows for reproducible research in the quantitative social sciences**

---

**Resources**

- [Materials for the Dataverse train-the-trainer event](#)
- [CESSDA Training on YouTube](#)
- [The European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST)](#)
- [Multi-Keyword Classification: A Case Study in Finnish Social Sciences Data Archive](#)
- [Data FAIRness at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia](#)

**Vacancies**

- **Data Station Manager Humanities, DANS** *(deadline 7 October)*
- **Researcher Information Retrieval and Portal development, GESIS** *(deadline 13 October)*
- **Science Officer - Research Infrastructures, ESF** *(deadline 18 October)*
- **PhD Candidate Information Retrieval, Data Search & Findability, GESIS**
Let us know if you would like to advertise a vacancy at your institution.